
Hackney Carriage Livery Petition 

Petition to Remove the RBWM Hackney Carriage Livery 

RBWM licenced hackney carriages (taxis) are currently required to be white with a purple 

bonnet and boot and a large RBWM coat of arms on the side. This livery makes the vehicles 

instantly identifiable as RBWM licenced vehicles. 

The RBWM Licensing Panel of 16 October 2023 agreed that consultation should be conducted 

with taxi users, taxi drivers and all other interested parties as to possible changes to this livery. 

We, the Hackney Carriage drivers of RBWM, petition the Licensing Panel to remove the current 

RBWM Hackney Carriage Livery. There are several reasons why we believe this should be done: 

• Due to the lack of street business, most of the vehicles operate on designated taxi ranks, 

which already make it clear that the vehicles are taxis.  

• The addition of the livery does not offer anything substantial, with respect to both the 

driver’s (no increase in business) and customer’s (they either are already using taxi apps on 

the streets (Uber, Bolt etc. which have become increasingly popular), or use Hackney 

carriages at the designated taxi ranks). 

• Purchasing white vehicles adds roughly an additional £2000 to the purchase of a vehicle, as 

white vehicles are more difficult to find/acquire. 

• Applying the livery to vehicles costs around £1000. 

• Other neighbouring boroughs such as Slough, Runnymede, Bracknell Forest, High Wycombe, 

Beaconsfield, Amersham, do not have a colour/ livery requirement. 

• Hackney Carriage vehicles are more susceptible to break ins. The RBWM livery stands out to 

criminals, who have been increasingly targeting the drivers’ homes with their vehicles 

parked outside. 

Proposal    

We propose that the current RBWM Hackney Carriage Livery be removed, with these new 

guidelines coming into effect: 

• Vehicles can be of any colour. 

• Vehicle to display magnetic signage (example shown below) for vehicles to still be 

recognised as RBWM Hackney Carriages. These magnetic signs can be displayed on both 

front doors of the vehicle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Proposed Magnetic Signage to be displayed on RBWM Hackney Carriages. 

Proposed dimensions are 12cm x 30cm. 










